CONTROLLER M1
FOR USE WITH BLADEM MODULAR LED SIGN SYSTEMS

- One Controller is required for each display install
- Compatible with ALL BLADEM CIRRUS DISPLAYS
- Capable of supporting a single-sided or double-sided sign
- Must be placed within reach of the input cable affixed to the first LED Panel to be connected

- Outdoor waterproof design/ IP 67 Rated
- Includes the all new Cirrus Setup System for the simplest & fastest LED Display setup in the industry
- Light, compact design
- External indicator light / quick & easy trouble shooting
- 5 Year Warranty
- Multiple ways to connect to the internet out of box: Cellular, Wireless, or Hardware Ethernet
- High Efficiency – Low Power Consumption
- Web-based control interface

The controller has four mounting tabs.

Should remain protected from direct sunlight to avoid heat related issues and extend the life of the controller.

In stock for same-day shipment!

Status & Control: Our “Cloud” interface allows you to create, edit, and schedule content from any internet connected device (including smart phones & tablets). Add dynamic content such as weather, sport scores, financial data, or social media feeds. Upload photos and videos to our full-feature editor to add vitality to your display.

No Software Updates: Our cloud-based system is perpetually improved, with new features being added all the time. Manage an unlimited number of displays from one single account
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without antennas installed, and without power or panel cables connected
Cellular extender Antennas